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China is the world’s second-largest economy but has historically been considered a
challenging market to penetrate. Why should investors consider investing in China now?
More than ever, China is a key sustainable engine of global growth—especially in areas such as
technology, health care and consumer products. China’s economy is forecast to grow more than
8% in 2021—even on the heels of growing (albeit slower) in 2020 while the world slumped 3.5%.
Looking forward, I believe there are both fundamental and technical catalysts that should drive
China’s equity market to outperform. Fundamentally, there are three key pillars for a virtuous
cycle of innovation now firmly in place. From a technical perspective, after years of capital reform,
China’s inefficient equity markets—especially under-researched small- and mid-cap stocks—are
ripe for institutionalization.

Can you talk more about the three key pillars you see driving this cycle of innovation?
The current cycle of innovation is a byproduct of an increase in patient capital; a large, diverse
market; and a highly skilled labor force.
First, China’s private funding has expanded at a 24% annualized rate for the past decade. This
increase in patient capital is critical for supporting innovators to turn their disruptive ideas into real
world solutions.
Second, one out of five Chinese households now has a disposable income over $25,000 a year.
As of 2019, that is 107 million Chinese households—more than in the US—so there is plenty of
diversity and opportunity for growth ahead in the Chinese consumer ecosystem.
The final pillar of China’s virtuous innovation cycle is the scale of its human capital—both
domestically trained and those who’ve returned home after decades abroad. Many top scientists
who left China in the 1980s and 1990s thought they were leaving home for good. At that time,
the thought of having 107 million affluent Chinese households embrace their innovation seemed
like an unrealistic dream. Today, that entrepreneurial dream is being realized at a rate of 10,000
new startups per day in China. With patient capital, a scaled market and a deep human capital
pool, I believe the stage is set for fundamental investors seeking innovative, fast-compounding
companies in China.

You mentioned technical catalysts as well—could you expand on those?
From a technical perspective, China’s decades-long effort to open its capital market is starting to
bear fruit. Although the public equities market in China is still inefficient with high retail investor
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participation, the government’s efforts are having an impact. Many of China’s financial, accounting and capital markets standards are
now in line with those of developed markets. The numerous accounting, listing and qualified foreign investor reforms are starting to
attract a more orderly institutional investor base—which represents a new force to help close the structural inefficiency gap. That
said, the Chinese equity market is still inefficient, with only one-third of companies having more than one analyst rating. Many of the
remaining two-thirds are small- to mid-cap companies.

Do you think that introduces an opportunity for an investor like you? And how do you think about capitalizing on it?
It absolutely introduces a meaningful opportunity, in my opinion. The Chinese small- and mid-cap market is the largest in the world. Two
strong catalysts on the horizon—the aforementioned combination of a virtuous innovation cycle and the introduction of institutional
investors—will disproportionately benefit those under-researched small- and mid-cap companies. This provides a strong share-price
catalyst for businesses that have been on our radar for many years. Few investors are currently equipped with the skillsets required to
tap this source of idiosyncratic, uncorrelated alpha.
Exhibit 1: Small- and Mid-Cap Markets in China and US
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Sources: Bloomberg, Morningstar, CB Insights (www.cbinsights.com/research-unicorn-companies), as of 4 Nov 2020. Small- and mid-cap markets defined as companies with market capitalizations between $200MM and $20bn
(USD). Number of Mutual Funds based on avg. mkt. cap for US funds within Morningstar’s respective China Region, and Small Cap and Mid Cap categories, as of 4 Nov 2020.

What skillset do you think it requires to invest in this asset class?
Investors have to be able to properly assess the opportunities and the risks—which requires decades of fundamental due diligence
experience, strong professional networks and a deep understanding of the cultural nuances between China and the West. For example,
one of the most attractive parts of the technology investment universe in China is semiconductors—which represents half of global
semiconductor consumption and has high barriers to entry due to design and manufacturing complexities. There is a strong advantage
for investors with decades of investment experience in global semiconductor companies which allows them to identify parallels
between China’s development and other countries’. A deep understanding of how Western companies like Intel, AMD and NVIDIA built
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their semiconductor empires allows an investor to more effectively identify transformative and proprietary semiconductor companies
in China that also have the potential to compete on a global scale.

How do you validate the quality of companies in China given relatively low transparency and disclosures?
In my experience, it is best to research publicly listed companies using a private equity due diligence approach. It’s critical to triangulate
information from public companies with information from private companies. China has over 6,800 companies listed, but it also has
40 million businesses—so investors speaking only to public companies are missing 99.9% of the picture. The recent rapid digitalization
of China’s economy has led to high-quality alternative data sets that can help supplement our research. With recent accounting
reforms, the information quality in China has greatly improved. Given smaller companies’ relatively straightforward business models
and products, the mosaic is significantly more manageable to assemble than it is for mega-cap companies with complex business
exposures.

How do you compare gaining China exposure through investing in multinationals to gaining it via direct investments in
Chinese equities?
I believe the two methods offer different benefits—but investors can certainly benefit from direct exposure to Chinese companies.
Total revenue exposure to China via the S&P 500® Index and the NASDAQ Composite is only roughly 3%—which is arguably too low
given China is the world’s second-largest economy.
Further, I believe direct exposure to local innovators who have customized solutions for China’s large domestic market is a more
efficient way to capitalize on China’s growth. It’s also less correlated to the US market: Over the last five years, the correlation of Chinese
small- and mid-cap stocks to the S&P 500® Index is just 34%. Which means investors who add direct China exposure could potentially
capture uncorrelated alpha.
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This commentary represents the views of the manager as of 1 Mar 2021 and do not necessarily represent those of Artisan Partners. The views and opinions expressed are based on current market conditions, which will fluctuate, and those
views are subject to change without notice. While the information contained herein is believed to be reliable, there is no guarantee to the accuracy or completeness of any statement in the discussion. Any forecasts contained herein are for
illustrative purposes only and are not to be relied upon as advice or interpreted as a recommendation.
International investments involve special risks, including currency fluctuation, lower liquidity, different accounting methods and economic and political systems, and higher transaction costs. These risks typically are greater
in emerging markets. Securities of small- and medium-sized companies tend to have a shorter history of operations, be more volatile and less liquid and may have underperformed securities of large companies during some
periods. Growth securities may underperform other asset types during a given period. A portfolio focused on greater China will be closely tied to market, currency, economic, political, environmental, or regulatory conditions
and developments in the region, and may fluctuate more than the returns of a more geographically diversified portfolio. Investments will rise and fall with market fluctuations and investor capital is at risk. Investors investing
in strategies denominated in non-local currency should be aware of the risk of currency exchange fluctuations that may cause a loss of principal. These risks, among others, are further described in Artisan Partners’ Form
ADV, which is available upon request.
This material is provided for informational purposes without regard to your particular investment needs and shall not be construed as investment or tax advice on which you may rely for your investment decisions. Investors should consult
their financial and tax adviser before making investments in order to determine the appropriateness of any investment product discussed herein.
Artisan Partners Limited Partnership (APLP) is an investment adviser registered with the U.S. Securities and Exchange Commission (SEC). Artisan Partners UK LLP (APUK) is authorized and regulated by the Financial Conduct Authority and
is a registered investment adviser with the SEC. APEL Financial Distribution Services Limited (AP Europe) is authorized and regulated by the Central Bank of Ireland. APLP, APUK and AP Europe are collectively, with their parent company and
affiliates, referred to as Artisan Partners herein.
Artisan Partners is not registered, authorized or eligible for an exemption from registration in all jurisdictions. Therefore, services described herein may not be available in certain jurisdictions. This material does not constitute an offer or
solicitation where such actions are not authorized or lawful, and in some cases may only be provided at the initiative of the prospect. Further limitations on the availability of products or services described herein may be imposed.
In no event shall Artisan Partners have any liability for direct, indirect, special, incidental, punitive, consequential (including, without limitation, lost profits) losses or any other damages resulting from the use of this material.
This material is only intended for investors which meet qualifications as institutional investors as defined in the applicable jurisdiction where this material is received, which includes only Professional Clients or Eligible Counterparties as defined
by the Markets in Financial Instruments Directive (MiFID) where this material is issued by APUK or AP Europe. This material is not for use by retail investors and may not be reproduced or distributed without Artisan Partners’ permission.
Australia: This material is directed at wholesale clients only and is not intended for, or to be relied upon by, private individuals or retail investors. Artisan Partners Australia Pty Ltd is a representative of APLP (ARBN 153 777 292) and APUK
(ARBN 603 522 649). APLP and APUK are respectively regulated under US and UK laws which differ from Australian laws and are exempt from the requirement to hold an Australian financial services license under the Australian Corporations
Act 2001 in respect to financial services provided in Australia.
Bailiwick of Guernsey: The financial services referred to in this material and this document are not being made available in the Bailiwick of Guernsey (Guernsey) to more than 50 persons in Guernsey and the financial services may not be
accepted by more than 50 persons in Guernsey.
Canada: This material is distributed in Canada by APLP and/or Artisan Partners Distributors LLC, which conduct activities in Canada under exemptions from the dealer, portfolio manager and investment fund manager registration requirements
of applicable Canadian securities laws. This material does not constitute an offer of services in circumstances where such exemptions are not available. APLP advisory services are available only to investors that qualify as “permitted clients”
under applicable Canadian securities laws.
© 2021 Artisan Partners. All rights reserved.
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